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display / control devices shall be mounted on the existing safety related,

radiation monitoring cabinet (CP-14) located in the control room.i

Equipment associated with monitors (1) through (4) above shall be qualified.
both environmentally and seismically to IEEE-323-1974 and IEEE-344-1975 res-

15pectively up to but not including the control room readouts. The High Range
Containment Monitoring System including the display devices shall be similarly
qualified. The aoove is in adherence to Regulatory Guide 1 97 Revision 2, and
NUREC 0737 requirecents. The source of power for monitors (1) through (4)
above will be from the ncn-Class 1E uninterruptible 120V ac source; the High
Range Containment radiation monitor will be poucred from the Class 1E
uninterruptible 120V ac source. Further design and as built information demonstratinf9
Waterford's . compliance with NUREG 0737 will be included as it becomes available.

Individual monitor descriptions follow:

1. High Range Noble Cas Plant Ver* Monitor

In adherence to NUREC 0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97 Rev 2 one (1) High Range
Noble cas Monitor shall be installed to supplement the range of the existing

,

plant vont stack radiation monitor. The high range Noble gas monitor was
purchased from General Atomic Company. The particular model which was

16purchased is entitled " Wide-Range Cas Monitor". This high r age Noble gas

over the flow range of 83,000SCFM to 156,000SCFM. '
|conitor shall make use of separate isokinetic nozzles for isokinetic sampling

.

. In order to assure that plant personnel have access ed certain assemblies of
'

. the monitor (such as the particulate and iodine sample filters) during a highd
range release condition, the monitor is divided into separate assemblies that
are located in such a way as to minimize personnel exposure to * a postulated
high levels of radiation. Figure 1.9-1 is a block diagram of the monitor
showing the various assemblies of the system and their interconnections.

15

There are five assemblies: (1) Is' okinetic Nozzles; (2) Sample Conditioneer
(3) Wide-Range Cas Detectors; (4) Electronics; and (5) Readouts. Each of
these assemblies are described below. Skid assemblies (2) and (3) are of open
design to allow access to parts and to allow cooling by natural convection.
All plumbing and piping are stainless steel and all connections are leak
tested prior to shipment. All electrical power needed is distributed from the
Wide-Range Cas Detector assembly.

(1)' Isokinetic Nozzles

Two sets of isokinetic nozzles are normally used one for nor al and one for
high range conditions. Isokinetic nozzles are used to ensure representative
particulate and iodine grab samples (see below). Both sets of nozzles shall
be mounted on a common sample gantry in the duct. The normal isokinetic noz-

3zies operate at 2ft / min, whereas the high range isokinetic nozzles

.

I
1.9-35a Amendment No.19, (6/81)s
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equipment ennstitutes instrument failure and a loss initiates valve closure.
Contact outputs (itt-RAD and FAIL) are provided to tha main plant annunciator. 1

Local HI-RAD and FAIL lamps are provided on the remote readout / alarm / control
unit.

' 11.5.2.4.1.5 condenser Vacuum Pumps Monitor

Tne condenser vacuum pumps gas monitor measures noncondensable fission
product gases in the condenser air ejector discharge. The presence of 1

radioactivity in this line would indicate a primary to secondary leak in
the steam generators. The predominant isotopes ,would be Kr-85 and Xe-133
with the presence of Iodine. The function of this monitor is to alarm in

, the event the alana se'tpoint is reached or exceeded, to terminate discharge
to the atmosphere and direct the discharge through filters. The expected. I
activity levels will be a fraction of the activities listed in Table .11.3-5
with the~ noble gases going to the condenser in their entirety, but only two
percent of the halogens and one tenth of a percent ot the remaining fission
and . corrosion products being transported to the condenser. Activity levels
are recorded in the main control room and alarms annunciated when the-

. activity level exceeds predetermined limits. The channel consists of an
gof fline sainpler, a microprocessor, a beta scintillation detector, check

source, and power supply.-

.

The- s.tspier is shielded to give the required sensicivities and is of the
. type described in Suhaection 11.5.2.'t.9.3. 17 J

High radiation or failure alarms are indicated both locally and in the j
main control room.

Additionally.a' separate monitor on the condenser vacuum pump exhaust pro-
vides for Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 2 conformance. Description of
this monitor can be found in FSAR Subsection 1.9.29.-

11.5.2.4.1.6 Fuel Handling Building (FHB) Normal Exhaust Monitors

The FHB normal exhaust monitors provide an indication to operations person-
nst of the activity in the Fuel Pool Ventilation System serving the opera-
ting floor and spent fuel pools. Each of the two normal exhausts is mon-
itored using the airborne particulate, iodine and noble gas. monitor de-
scribed in Subsection 11.5.2.1.9.2._ 17

These monitors provide a high radiation alarm when concentration levels
reach preset limits.i Upon receipt of these alarms, the operator will terminate
normal FHB exhaust and initiate emergency exhaust." The ' receipt of these
alarms will alert the operator. to the presence of low level leakage so that
additional radiation surveys and sampling can be effected in order to locate
the leakage source.

11.5.2.4.1.7 Fuel Handling Building (FHB) Emergency Exhaust Monitors

These monitors are part of the monitoring system purchased for NUREG-0737
compliance and are described in Subsection 1.9.29. j

' . ,

11.5-8 Amendment No.17, (4/81)
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There are two kinds of samples taken at the plant. A number of samples are,

( taken directly in the sampling room. Theca samples are both primary system
and secondary system components and streans. Table 11.5-2 identifies the
primary system samples,' and the type of sample that can be taken (either in
a suple vessel or as a grab sample). Table 11.5-3 identifies the
secondary system samples.- For the latter in particular, radioactivity
measurements are of lesser importance.

The frequency of sampling is dictated more by the need tc identify proper
water quality than activity. Procedures used to obtain samples allow for
recirculation of the line prio'r to sampic extraction to ensure a repre-
sentative sample.

The location of the samples are chosen so that representative volumes can
be obtained from well mixed streams, and the particular streams are chosen-

. to provide indications of proper functionings of process equipment
immediately upstream, or leaks in process equipment, etc.

The second kind of samples taken are local samples. Table 11.5-4 lists
tne local samples, and their location, and the approximate sample fre-
quency

All sampling points allow recirculation of the sample fluid for a period
of time prior to actual sample extraction..

The activity concentrations and isotopic contents of the various samples
(both local and in the sampling room) are given in the column so designated -

'

in Tables 11.5-2' through 11.5-4, by referral to Tables listed elsewhere in
Chapters 11 and 12 of this document.-'

11.5.1 EFFLUENT RADIOLOGICAL MONII0 RING SYSTEM

11.5.1.1 Implementation of ceneral cesign criterion 64

Subsections 11.5 1 and 11.5.2 contain a detailed description of the means
which are provided for monitoring all ef fluent discharge paths for radio- 1

activity thar may be released for normal operations, including anticipated
operational occurrences, and from postulated accidents.

Other systems which typically require monitorind are monitored through in-
direct means by the Waterford-3 SES Radiation Monitoring System. Specific -
ally the following systems are monitored in addition to the system- de-
scribed in Subsections 11.5.1 and 11.5.2*

'
. *

Process System Comment
17'

l. Containment Purge System The Waterford-1 SES has no
continuous containment purge
system. The pre-entry purFe'
system vents to the Plant it

'

_ Stack which is monitored as
*

described in Subsection
i1.5.2.4..l.8. Additiona1ly,
containment airborne radiation

11.5-11 Amendment No.17~, (4/81) i
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D' Process System Comment

levels are continuously mon-
itored as described in Sub-

'section 12.1.4.2.1.1.

2. Auxiliary Building Ventilation The Auxiliary Building ventila-
tion system is continuously4

monitored for radioactive Air -
borne Particulate Iodine and.

gas concentration as described in ,

Subsection 12.1.4.2.5. Addit-
j
- ionally, this system vents to

7
the plant stack which is moni- -

tored as described in Subsection
11.5.2.4.1.8.

.

'

3. Radwaste Area Vent System katertord-3 SES has no specific
Radwaste Area, but rather has
the radwaste system dispersed
throughout the BAB. Thus any
effluents generated by Radwaste

- systems shall enter the RAB 17
ventilation system and be mon-
itored as described in item 2,

above.
-

4. Turbine Gland Seal ( anditioner This system vents downstream of
Vent System the condenser vacuum pumps and is

then monitored as described in Sub-
section 11.5.2.4.1.5.

6. Mechanical vacuum Pump Exhaust Waterford-1 has no separate
(Itogging) System Hogging System.

7.a. Waste Concentrator Vent System This system vents to the Vent
Cas Collection Header and then
to the Plant Stack. Thus it
shall be monitored by the-
system described in Subsection<

11.5.2.4.1.8.

7b. Boric Acid Concentrators Vent These concentraEors vent to the
~

System Gas Surge Header (Note: When
concentrator package "B" is operated
as a waste concentrator it vents
to the Vent Gas Collection Header)

8. Pre-treatment Liquid Radwaste T1.is system vents through the Vent
Tank Vent Cas Sys tem Cas Collection Header to the plant

stack..

9. Flash Tank Vent System This system vents to the Vent Cas
Surge Header.

i.

11.5-11 Amendment No. 17, (4/81)
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Process System Comment

10. Steam Generator Blowdown System This system vents to I.P. Header
number 4 from there goes to the
VGCH and then to the stack. In'

the event of over-

,
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Process System Comment-

pressurization the system vents
to the atwosphere through a
relief valve.

I1. Pressurizer Vent System This system goes to the Gas
decay tanks via the containment
vent header and gas surge tank.
The gas deca'y t.tnk vent is mon-

.

itored as described in Sub-
17section It.5.2.4.1.2 and is

ultimately discharged through
the plant stack.

12. Boron Recovery Vent System This system is vented through
the plant stack via the VGCH.

I1.5.4 PRCCESS h0N110 RING AhD SAMPLING

11.5.4.1 Implementation of concral Design criterion 60

Subsections 11.5.1 and 11.5.2 contain a detailed description of the means
shich are provided for automatic closure of isolation valves in gaseous
and liquid e f tluent paths.

11.5.4.2 Ir pir tent ition a f C'~-'1. t'a9ien crienrion 61 .

Subsections 11.5.1 and 11.5.2 contain a detailed description of the means
which are provided for monitoring of radiation levels in radioactive waste
process systems.

..
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IAdLE 14.5-1 (Coar'il

"'
(*Ci )

FION ITba QbA4TITT LOCATION TYPE tuhCTluN POWER SUPPLY Jubil- (pci ) Auk 1 AIAlut
A

p 18
FICATIGA Cm LOCATION SETrVINT Ca

10. AmY COOLIM Tunta i 7W#t3-2 54 Cf f-List Automatae suey In s t rumen- 10'I-10b2) locally 10-5
SbnP el G-173. A-5 Gamma pump isolation ration ac Functions of

Sc ia t . bus Table 11.1-3
Act i vi t iea-
De posited

!!. REACTbd SLLC. 50nF 1 7 kn ! I/2-12 Of f-Line Autsmatic sump Instrumen. 10*0-10'I locally 10-0
C-173. E-10 Camma pump isolation tatica ac Isotune conc.

Scin t . Alera bus is unknown
i

42. buy Cout1 A T*Em 5 7 WM 3-255 Of f-Line Automatic ausp' lastrumen- 10-7-10-2 g,,,ggy 3o-5
SunP (2 C-!?3, C-14 Caes.s pump isolation tation ac Fractione of

Scist. Alarm bus Table 14.1-3
- Activities *

1eposited

13. thubbiasAL } 7 WM 2- 313 Off-Line In s t rumen- 10-6-10-I Locally 10''
wAhTE bunP4085th& Gll), It-8 Camma tation ac
SW11mln Sc ia s , bua

**
Upon high radiation signal clo-

*
s sea valve 7WM-V186 and opens.

,

.' valve IdM-V650. Upon emptying
*

the sumps, opera tor to rees tab- 1

lish normal slow to oil separa-
ter manual.

"O Aia..

15. S,G, Blowdown lleatl 7CW 16-55 off-Line Alat. Instru en- 10-7-10-2 g,,,3;, 3n-6
Q Exchanger Cooling ,' G '' *h I C*""* ** tion ac 7.t,le !!.2-13 g,

Scia t . bus.
'@ Water Line

' Partieglate 10-12 Locally P 3a10'II15. tha Eahaue, A 3 After faa at Of f-Line Alarm lastrumen-
> Rg-av-5107-A release point Particulate tation ac -3a10- lodine 1 2:10-10

1.5sto-II-g.5:10~0 C 3a10'IQ |
'

G-141 lodine can bus
Cas aa10' 8a10,3a.

5
ammanum E 16. Faa Emmauet a 1 After tan at off-Line Alare Instrumen- Particulate 10-12 toe,ggy y 3,to-11

y at-av-5107-a release point Particulate tation ac -3 mig-6 lodine 1 2x10-10
'

. 6-141 lodine Gas bus 1.5a10*II-1.5alo-6 C 3:10*i g

h Gas 8a10'8-8a10'3

17. riant Stack { Probe off-Line Alare las t rumen Partie late 10-12 g,,,ggy y 3,g0-11
Iodine 1 2m10-10R mL-hV-0100.ls la plant stack Particulate tation ac

-3a10^II-g.5mlo-61.5:!O~ C 3 10*I -$ st-av-0100.25 elevation +1)).' lodine cas bus
8a10 -8s10'3F monitor on cas

*

*
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